Quantitative analysis of network architecture, and microhemodynamics in arteriolar vessel trees of the ventilated rabbit lung.
An experimental model has been developed for morphometric and microhemodynamic analysis of discrete arteriolar networks in the ventilated lung. We implanted a transparent window into the right thoracic wall of anesthetized rabbits. Autologous red blood cells were labeled with FITC in vitro. Using a fluorescence video microscopic technique the vessels of superficial arteriolar networks were mapped and classified hierarchically. Networks were investigated under zone 2 conditions (alveolar > left atrial pressure) during continuous monitoring of macrohemodynamics. We comprehensively measured segment length, diameter (D) and branching pattern in the whole network. Microhemodynamic parameters (red blood cell flux (Frbc), red blood cell velocity (Vrbc) and microhematocrit (H mu) were determined in terminal branches. As a result of network analysis the branching rules were found to be similar to those found by cast techniques in human and cat lungs. In terminal arterioles D (21 +/- 4 microns), Frbc (1472 +/- 662 cells/s), Vrbc (863 +/- 250 microns/s) and H mu (0.28 +/- 0.067) were heterogeneously distributed. Geometric, as well as microhemodynamic parameters fitted best to a lognormal distribution. This study represents an example of in vivo analysis of discrete microvascular networks. The measurements in hierarchically equivalent segments of pulmonary arteriolar vessel trees have been shown to be appropriate for estimation of topological, geometrical and microhemodynamic heterogeneity in pulmonary arteriolar networks.